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Abstract

In an experimental task with novel words, we find that some lexical statistical regularities of Turkish

phonotactics are productively extended in nonce words, while others are not. In particular, while la-

ryngeal alternation rates in the lexicon can be predicted bythe place of articulation of the stem-final

stop, by word-length, and by the preceding vowel quality, this laryngeal alternation is only produc-

tively conditioned by place of articulation and word-length. Speakers’ responses in a nonce word

task demonstrate that although they are attuned to the placeof articulation and size effects, they ig-

nore preceding vowels, even though the lexicon contains this information in abundance. We interpret

this finding as evidence that speakers distinguish between phonologically-motivated generalizations

and accidental generalizations. We propose that UniversalGrammar, a set of analytic biases, acts as

a filter on the generalizations that humans can make: UG contains information about possible and

impossible interactions between phonological elements. Omnivorous statistical models that do not

have information about possible interactions incorrectlyreproduce accidental generalizations, thus

failing to model speakers’ behavior.

1. INTRODUCTION

Learners and language users can and often do use statisticalproperties of linguistic input to dis-

cover hidden structure and make predictive generalizations about newly-encountered items (e.g.

Coleman & Pierrehumbert (1997); Bailey & Hahn (2001); see Saffran (2003), Hay & Baayen (2005),

Chater & Manning (2006) for recent overviews). While these abilities to track statistical regulari-

ties in the input appear to be very powerful, at the same time they also appear to be constrained:

some patterns are more readily detected and used than others. For example, Bonatti et al. (2005)

found that adult learners exposed to artificial grammars were much better at extracting transitional

probability regularites over consonants than equally matched transitional probabilites over vowels,

suggesting that learners preferentially pay more attention to statistics within consonantal frames. In

a study of infant learning of phonotactic patterns, Saffran& Thiessen (2003) showed that infants
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learned statistical patterns that grouped together /p/, /t/, /k/ (i.e. voiceless stops) as a class of items

comprising the first sound in artificial word tokens much better than patterns that grouped /p/, /d/,

/k/ as this class, again suggesting that statistical learning may be less efficient when the regularities

are inconsistent with natural language structure.

In this paper, we examine a number of predictive statisticalphonotactic regularities found within

the Turkish lexicon, some natural and some unnatural from the point of view of phonological typol-

ogy, and examine whether they are all kept track of and used toan equal extent in on-line judgement

tasks involving novel words. By examining whether adult speakers of a language with robust statis-

tical regularities will detect and extend the use of unnatural patterns in generalization tasks, we can

provide potential evidence for the role of analytic biases as active filters on extraction of sublexical

statistics.

Laryngeal alternations in Turkish are observed at the rightedges of nouns, as in (1). Nouns that

end in voiceless aspirated stop in their bare form, such as the pre-palatal stop [
>
Ùh], can either retain

that [
>
Ùh] in the possessive (1a-b), or the [

>
Ùh] of the bare stem may alternate with the voiced [

>
Ã] in

the possessive (1c-d).1

(1) bare stem possessive

a. a
>
Ùh a

>
Ùh-1 ‘hunger’

b. ana
>
Ùh ana

>
Ùh-1 ‘female cub’

c. ta
>
Ùh ta

>
Ã-1 ‘crown’

d. ama
>
Ùh ama

>
Ã-1 ‘target’

Turkish exhibits a contrast between the voiced stops [b, d,
>
Ã, g] and the voiceless aspirated

stops [ph, th,
>
Ùh, kh] in onset position, e.g.ther ‘sweat’ vs. der ‘give-aorist’. In coda position,

however, the contrast is lost, with stops appearing voiceless and aspirated through complete phonetic

neutralization (Kopkallı 1993; Wilson 2003). This restriction on the distribution of voiced stops

applies productively to loanwords, e.g.roph ‘dress’< Frenchrobe. Voiced coda stops are allowed

in the initial syllable of the word, e.g.ad ‘name’ orab.la ‘older sister’, and in a limited number of

exceptional words.

When nouns that end in a voiceless stop are followed by a vowel-initial suffix, the final stop

may surface with its voiced counterpart, e.g.
>
Ão.ph ‘club’ vs. the possessed form

>
Ão.b-u ‘club.3SG’;

however, when followed by a consonant-initial suffix, the final stop remains in coda position and thus

stays voiceless:
>
Ãoph.-lar ‘club.PL’. This alternation occurs in 54% of the nouns of the language

(Inkelas et al. 2000), and applies productively to loanwords, e.g.gu.ruph vs.gu.ru.b-u‘group.3SG’.

For the remaining 46% of stop-final nouns, the stop is voiceless in all suffixed forms of the word,

e.g.soph ∼ so.ph-u ‘clan.3SG’ ∼ soph.-lar ‘clan.PL’.

1Turkish orthography does not represent aspiration, as it ispredictable from a combination of voicing and morphological
structure. For a discussion of laryngeal features in Turkish, see§4.1.
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The velar stops [kh, g] contrast in onset position, e.g.so.khakh ‘street’ vs.ga.ga ‘beak’. In word-

final position, they neutralize to the voiceless stop [kh]. While post-consonantal dorals, as inrenkh ∼

reng-i ‘color’, display the general process of laryngeal alternation, intervocalic velar stops undergo

deletion rather than voicing, i.e. when nouns ending inpostvocalicvelar stop are followed by a

vowel-initial suffix, the velar stop deletes e.g.etekh ∼ ete-i ‘skirt’ (Zimmer & Abbott 1978; Sezer

1981).2 Since laryngeal alternation and deletion are in complementary distribution, depending on

the segment that precedes the final dorsal, we treat the two processes as one. Additionally, as will

be shown below, whether a noun stem shows the k/∅ alternation or not is correlated with the same

type of lexical statistics as other stop consonant alternations, thereby justifying a unified treatment

for the purpose of the current experimental inquiry.

The distinction between alternating and non-alternating stops is traditionally captured within

generative phonology as the difference between an underlying voiced stem-final stop in the case

of
>
Ãoph ∼

>
Ãob-u and an underlying voiceless stem-final stop in the case ofsoph ∼ soph-u, with

the underlying contrast being neutralized in word-final coda position (Lees 1961). While the dif-

ference between alternating and non-alternating nouns maybe captured in a variety of alternate

theoretical frameworks which do not incorporate underlying representations (e.g. via reference to

identity-relations vs. lack thereof among surface forms alone, Burzio 2002; Albright 2008a), it is

clear that under any way of representing morphophonemic alternation, Turkish nouns fall into two

distinct classes of words, one of which alternates and one ofwhich doesn’t.

Whether the final stop of a given noun will or will not alternate is unpredictable. However,

the noun’s size strongly correlates with its status: Most monosyllabic nouns do not alternate, while

most polysyllabic nouns do. Section§2 discusses several other factors that correlate with laryngeal

alternations, and§3 shows that Turkish speakers use only a subset of the available factors: They use

the noun’s size and the place of articulation of the final stop, but they do not use the quality of the

vowel that precedes the word-final stop. A back vowel before aword-final [
>
Ùh], for instance, corre-

lates with more alternations, but Turkish speakers seem to ignore this correlation. These language-

specific patterns can be understood given a cross-linguistic perspective: Typological observations

commonly correlate the distribution of laryngeal featureswith a word’s size and a consonant’s place

of articulation, but rarely or never with the quality of a neighboring vowel. Indeed, speakers are

reluctant to learn patterns that correlate vowel height with the laryngeal features of a neighboring

consonant (Moreton 2008).

From a cross-linguistic perspective, it is unsurprising that monosyllabic nouns would behave

differently from polysyllabic nouns with respect to the laryngeal alternation. Initial syllables are

often protected from markedness pressures, showing a widerrange of contrasts and an immunity

to alternations (Beckman 1998).3 Specifically in Turkish, the privileged status of the laryngeal

2We focus on the laryngeal alternations and deletions that occur in derived environments, leaving aside morpheme-internal
intervocalic stops. Thus, the root-medial dorsal stops insokhakh andgaga are protected in their non-derived environment.

3Our account contrasts with the one in Wedel (2002); Ussishkin & Wedel (to appear), who suggest that the source of the
size effect is in neighborhood density. This argument is effectively refuted by Pycha et al. (2007) and by Becker & Nevins
(2009), who show that similarity-based measurements such as neighborhood density do not correlate with alternation rates.
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features [voice] and [s.g.] in initial syllables is not onlyseen in laryngeal alternations. Generally

in the language, a coda stop followed by an onset stop will surface with the laryngeal features of

the onset stop (e.g.is.thib.dat ‘despotism’,*is.thiph.dat), but a coda stop in the initial syllable may

surface with its independent laryngeal specification (e.g.aph.thal ‘fool’ vs. eb.khem‘mute’).

The backness of a neighboring vowel, however, is never seen to interact with a consonant’s la-

ryngeal features across languages. While such a connectionis mildly phonetically plausible (vowel

backness correlates with tongue-root position, which in turn correlates with voicing), there is no

known report of any language where consonant laryngeal features change depending on the back-

ness of a neighboring vowel, or vice versa. Given this gap in the universal inventory of possible

phonological interactions, it is not surprising that in Turkish, speakers showed no sign of using

vowel backness as a predictor of laryngeal alternations in the experiment we describe in§3.

In Optimality Theory (Prince & Smolensky 1993/2004), typological observations are encoded in

the structure of the universal inventory of constraints (CON). The constraints and their interactions

produce all and only the observed sound patterns of the world’s languages. The preferred status

of initial syllables is encoded with a set of faithfulness constraints specific to initial syllables. The

lack of interaction between vowel backness and laryngeal features is encoded by the exclusion of

constraints fromCON that refer to some value of [±back] next to some value of [±voice] or [±s.g.],

e.g. *[+back][+voice]. In the absence of such constraints, there is never a reason to change one of

these features in the presence of the other, and the lack of interaction is predicted. The account of the

Turkish facts offered here capitalizes on these aspects ofCON, while remaining agnostic about the

mechanism that excludes these constraints, be it by assuming an innate set of constraints (as has been

assumed since Prince & Smolensky 1993/2004, and in the context of learning by Tesar & Smolensky

1998, 2000; Tesar 1998; Prince 2002; Hayes 2004; Jarosz 2006; Tesar & Prince 2006 among others),

or by a mechanism of constraint induction (as in Hayes & Wilson 2008; Flack 2007; Moreton 2010).

Our analysis, as presented in§4, crucially depends on a grammatical encoding of the predictors

of lexical trends, rather than direct access to the lexicon.A grammar that encodes phonological

interactions will be sufficient for excluding interactionsof vowel quality and laryngeal features, as

this is a second-order interaction involving disjoint features.

Many possible grammatical architectures could be employedfor this purpose, and our experi-

mental results do not arbitrate among them. For the sake of concreteness, in this paper, we implement

such a grammar with a version of Optimality Theory where the pattern of individual lexical items

is recorded in terms of lexically-specific constraint rankings (cf. Pater 2006, 2009; Anttila 2002;

Inkelas et al. 1997; Itô & Mester 1995; Coetzee 2008). A nounwith a non-alternating final stop,

like ana
>
Ùh ∼ ana

>
Ùh-1, is associated with the ranking IDENT(lar)≫ *V

>
ÙV, meaning that faithfulness

to laryngeal features outweighs the markedness pressure against voiceless intervocalic palatal stops.

A noun with a final alternating stop, likeama
>
Ùh ∼ ama

>
Ã-1, is associated with the opposite ranking,

i.e. *V
>
ÙV ≫ IDENT(lar). This assumes that the final stop inama

>
Ùh is underlyingly voiceless and

aspirated, and that it surfaces unfaithfully inama
>
Ã-1, contrary to the traditional generative analysis
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of Turkish (Lees 1961; Inkelas & Orgun 1995; Inkelas et al. 1997). This aspect of the analysis is

discussed and motivated in§4.

Given this approach, the pattern of monosyllabic nouns, like a
>
Ùh ∼ a

>
Ã-1, can be recorded sep-

arately from the pattern of poly-syllabic nouns, by using a faithfulness constraint that protects the

laryngeal features of stops in the base’s initial syllable,IDENT(lar)σ1. The existence of constraints in

CON that are specific to initial syllables allows Turkish speakers to learn separate lexical trends for

monosyllabic and polysyllabic nouns. On the other hand, in the absence of universal constraints that

relate laryngeal features and vowel backness, the backnessof the stem-final vowel cannot be used in

recording the pattern of any lexical items, and this aspect of the lexicon goes ignored by speakers.

Speakers’ ability to project trends from their lexicon ontonovel items is a well-established ob-

servation (see Zuraw 2000, Albright et al. 2001, Ernestus & Baayen 2003, Hayes & Londe 2006,

among many others). The novel observation offered here, that only Universal trends are projected,

does find support in previous work, which we discuss in§5.

This paper offers empirical data that bears on the relation between the projection of language-

specific lexical trends and cross-linguistic patterns of phonological interactions, by deriving both

from the inventory of universal constraints, and uses a grammar to filter lexical trends from those

items onto novel nouns. We discuss the more general consequences of our findings for phonological

typology and phonological learning in§5.

2. A QUANTITATIVE STUDY OF PATTERNS IN THETURKISH LEXICON

The distribution of laryngeal alternations in the lexicon of Turkish depends heavily on the phonolog-

ical shape of nouns. For instance, while the final stop in mostmono-syllabic nouns does not alternate

(2a), the final stop in most polysyllabic words does alternate with its voiced counterpart (2b). This

section offers a detailed quantitative survey of the Turkish lexicon, using the Turkish Electronic Liv-

ing Lexicon (TELL, Inkelas et al. 2000,http://linguistics.berkeley.edu/TELL/).

Some nouns in TELL are listed as both alternators and non-alternators (2c), which we call “vacil-

lators”. Our statistical analysis treats them as intermediate between alternators and non-alternators,

although in reality it is possible that their actual rate of alternation is different from 50%.

(2) Bare stem Possessive

a. a
>
Ùh a

>
Ùh-1 ‘hunger’

b. ama
>
Ùh ama

>
Ã-1 ‘target’

c. gyve
>
Ùh gyve

>
Ùh-i, gyve

>
Ãh-i ‘cooking pot’

Several phonological properties of Turkish nouns will be discussed, showing that four of them

correlate with stem-final alternations: (a) the noun’s size(mono-syllabic vs. poly-syllabic), (b) the

place of articulation of the stem-final stop, (c) the height of the vowel that precedes the stem-final

stop, and (d) the backness of that vowel.
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TELL lists a total of about 30,000 nouns, verbs, and adjectives that were collected from a variety

of extant dictionaries. Of these, 18,000 were produced and transcribed by a native speaker in various

inflected forms. Nouns are listed with their bare citation forms and with four suffixed forms (1.SG

possessive, accusative, professional, and 1.SG predicative).

2.1. EXPLORATION OF LARYNGEAL ALTERNATION PREDICTORS INTELL

We offer in (3) a closer look at the 3002 nouns in TELL whose bare stem ends in a voiceless stop.

The first panel shows the distribution of alternation by theplaceof articulation of the final stop.

Most word-final labials, palatals and dorsals alternate,4 but only a small proportion of the final

coronals do. This is represented in the mosaic plots, where alternation status is plotted against place

of articulation, word length, preceding vowel height and preceding vowel backness. Each of these

plots shows the 3002 stop-final nouns of TELL.

4Dorsals delete post-vocalically, and voice post-consonantally; see§1 above for discussion.
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(3) Alternation rates in the lexicon, by single features

DOR

PAL

COR

LAB

CVCVC

CVCC

CVC

+high

 !high

+back

 !back

alternating
vacillating
non-alternating

The second panel in (3) shows the effect of phonologicalsize: While ∼60% of polysyllables

(which we mark as CVCVC) alternate, most monosyllables do not. Monosyllables with a simplex

coda (CVC) are even less likely to alternate than monosyllables with a complex coda (CVCC). The

final two panels show that a stem-final stop is more likely to alternate when the stem’s final syllable

contains ahigh vowel or aback vowel. These last two correlations are rather surprising, since

cross-linguistically, vowel quality is not known to influence the laryngeal features of a neighboring

obstruent.

The interaction ofsizeandplace is plotted in the first panel of (4). In all places, CVC nouns

alternate less than CVCVC nouns, but the pattern of CVCC words is not uniform. For labials and

palatals, a majority of CVCC words alternate, patterning with the CVCVC words. For the dorsals,

the CVCC words pattern together with the shorter CVC words, showing a modest proportion of

alternators. Finally, the coronals show a very minor size effect, with CVCC words actually having
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a slightly higher proportion of alternators than either longer or shorter words. Summarizing these

interactions, it is not the case thatsizeandplaceeach have a constant effect. Their effect on the

distribution of laryngeal alternations cannot be accurately described separately. Anticipating the

discussion in§3.3, it will be seen that indeed speakers treat each place/size combination separately.

(4) Alternation rates in the lexicon, by pairs of features

DOR

PAL

COR

LAB

C
V
C

C
V
C
C

C
V
C
V
C

DOR

PAL

COR

LAB

 !
b

a
c
k

+
b
a
c
k

DOR

PAL

COR

LAB

 !
h

ig
h

+
h
ig
h

CVCVC

CVCC

CVC

 !
h

ig
h

+
h
ig
h

The second panel in (4) shows that the effect of abackvowel is very small on coronals and

dorsals, but it is strong for the palatals, where the proportion of alternating nouns is 30% higher

following a back vowel relative to a front vowel. The last twopanels show the effect ofhighvowels:

the height effect is concentrated in the coronals and dorsals, and in the polysyllables.

Focusing on one of the three-way interactions, we show in (5)a mosaic plot for the interaction of

place, size, andhigh. It can be seen that the strongest height effect is within thet-final polysyllables.
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(5) Alternation rates in the lexicon: place, size, high

DOR

 !
h

ig
h

+
h
ig
h

 !
h

ig
h

+
h
ig
h

 !
h

ig
h

+
h
ig
h

PAL

COR

LAB

CVC CVCC CVCVC

In contrast to the four properties that were examined until now (place, size, high, andback), a

phonological property that has but a negligible correlation with the distribution of laryngeal alter-

nations is the rounding of the stem’s final vowel: A stem-finalstop is merely 2% more likely to

alternate following a round vowel compared to a non-round vowel.

A closer examination of vowel rounding is no more revealing,and the details are omitted here

for lack of interest. Other phonological properties that were checked and found to be equally unre-

vealing are the laryngeal features of consonants earlier inthe word, such as the closest consonant to

the root-final stop, the closest onset consonant, and the closest obstruent.

To sum up the discussion so far, four phonological properties of Turkish nouns were seen to

correlate with stem-final laryngeal alternations in Turkish:

• Size: monosyllables alternate less than polysyllables, and among the monosyllables, roots

with simplex codas alternate less than roots with complex codas.

• Place (of articulation): stem-final coronals alternate theleast, while labials and dorsals alter-

nate the most.

• Vowel height: stem-final stops are more likely to alternate following a high vowel compared

to a non-high vowel.
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• Vowel backness: stem-final stops are more likely to alternate following a back vowel com-

pared to a front vowel.

All of these properties allow deeper insight when considered in pairs: Size and place have a

non-uniform interaction, with CVCC words behaving like CVCwords when dorsal-final and like

CVCVC words when labial- or palatal-final. Height and backness interact with place non-uniformly:

the correlation with height is concentrated in the coronal-final nouns, while the correlation with

backness is concentrated in the palatal-final nouns.

2.2. STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF TELL

In statistical parlance, the aforementioned properties can be understood as predictors in a regression

analysis. Since TELL makes a three-way distinction in stop-final nouns (nouns that don’t alternate,

nouns that do, and “vacillators”, i.e. nouns that allow either alternation or non-alternation), an ordinal

logistic regression model was fitted to the lexicon using thelrm() function in R (R Development Core Team

2007). The dependent variable was a three-level ordered factor, with non-alternation as the lowest

level, alternation as the highest level, and vacillation asthe intermediate level.5

Five independent variables were considered:

• Size: a three-level unordered factor, with levels corresponding to mono-syllables with a sim-

plex coda (CVC), mono-syllables with a complex codas (CVCC), and poly-syllables (CVCVC).

CVC was chosen as the base level.

• Place: a four-level unordered factor, with levels corresponding to coronal, palatal, labial and

dorsal. Dorsal was chosen as the base level.

• High, back and round: each of the three features of the stem-final vowel was encoded as

two-level unordered factor. The base levels chosen were non-high, front and unrounded.

First, each of these five predictors was assessed in its own model, to measure each predictor’s

overall power in the lexicon (6). This power is measured by Somers’ Dxy and by the model’s likeli-

hood ratio (Model L.R.), which comes with a number of degreesof freedom and a p-value (Baayen

2008; p. 203ff). It turns out thatplace, high, size,6 andbackare highly predictive of alternations, in

5An anonymous reviewer asks whether we could have performed the analysis as a simple two-level logistic regression by
assigning half of the vacillators to the voiceless categoryand the other half to the alternating category. We performedthis
analysis, with the results staying almost entirely identical in the absolute values of coefficients and p-values, and entirely
identical in relative values. The three-level model that weuse has a higher model likelihood ratio.

6We have also considered a less linguistically-informed size variable that was a simple raw count of the syllables of the
stem. This variable was less informative than our size variable, producing a Dxy of merely .03 and higherp values, so we
excluded it from the following presentation. One reason rawsize is less informative is that alternation rates do not keep going
up as the word gets longer, but rather peak with di- and tri-syllables at 64% and 61% respectively, then go down to 40% and
41% for the tetra- and penta-syllables. The difference between the di- and tri-syllables is not significant generally, and only
barely reaches significance for the labials (p = .03). The difference between the tri- and tetra-syllables is significant only
without place factored in – once the place variable is added,the difference goes away. The vowel effects that we report below
come out essentially the same with either size variable. An even more naive size measurement that simply counts segments
does worse than either monosyllabicity or syllable count, reaching Dxy of merely .02.
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that order, andround is not.7

(6) Strength of individual predictors in TELL

Dxy Model L.R. df p

place .66 1469 3 <.001

high .29 284 1 <.001

size .14 193 2 <.001

back .11 37 1 <.001

round 0 0 1 >.1

While highhas a larger Dxy thansize, the interaction ofhighandplaceis less powerful than the

interaction ofsizeandplace. The interaction ofplacewith each ofsize, high, andbackwere tested

in separate models, summarized in (7).

(7) Strength of two-way interactions in TELL

Dxy Model L.R. df p

place*size .74 1920 11 <.001

place*high .73 1621 7 <.001

place*back .67 1496 7 <.001

When a base model that hasplace*sizeas a predictor is augmented withplace*high, Dxy goes

up to .80. Augmenting the base model withplace*backonly brings Dxy up to .77. Finally, a model

with all three of the interactions in (7) as predictors reaches a Dxy of .81, with a model L.R. of 2078

for 19 degrees of freedom. This final model is given in (8).

The final model in (8) was validated with the fast backwards step-down method of thevalidate()

function, and the predictorbackwas the only one deleted. Since the interaction ofbackwith place

was retained, we did not removebackfrom the model, so as not to leave an interaction in the model

without its components. In 200 bootstrap runs, seven factors were considered: the three interaction

factors, and the four basic factors they were made of. At least 5 of the 7 factors were retained in 197

of the runs, and in the vast majority of the runs, the three interaction factors were among the ones

retained. The Dxy of the model was adjusted slightly from .81 to .80. An additional step of model

criticism was taken with thepentrace()function, which penalizes large coefficients. With a penalty

of .3, the penalized model was left essentially unchanged from the original model in (8), with slight

improvements of the p-values of the vowel-place interactions at the fourth decimal place.

The model in (8) contains few surprises, as it confirms the validity of the observations made

earlier in this section. It restates the numerical observations as differences in the propensity to

7Another method for assessing the predictive power of each feature separately is a TiMBL simulation (Daelemans et al.
2002). Given the data in TELL, this system creates a number called “information gain” for every predictor that it is given.
The system confirmed the verdict in (6), assigning the five predictors the following information gain values, respectively:
.367, .071, .047, .009 and .0004.
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alternate relative to the arbitrarily chosen baseline levels of the predictors, namely CVC size, dorsal

place, non-high vowels and front vowels. The size effect is mostly limited to the difference between

monosyllables and polysyllables, with polysyllables being significantly more likely to alternate than

CVC nouns. In the CVCVC size, the coronal and palatal places alternate significantly less than the

baseline dorsal, while labials behave similarly to dorsals. Within the monosyllables, we see that

CVCC nouns are more likely to alternate than CVC nouns, but this trend doesn’t reach significance.

We will see in§3 that speakers amplify this trend.

There is a main effect ofhigh correlating with more alternations, and an additional interaction

with coronal place. While there is no main effect ofback, we see that back vowels correlate with

significantly more alternations for the palatals.

(8) Final regression model for laryngeal alternations in TELL.
Significant predictors are in boldface.

Coefβ SE(β) Waldz p

LAB 2.20 0.95 2.31 0.021
COR −0.10 0.98 −0.10 0.917
PAL 1.25 0.95 1.31 0.189
CVCC 0.78 0.87 0.90 0.367
CVCVC 5.49 0.74 7.47 >0.001
high 0.87 0.21 4.27 >0.001
back 0.29 0.20 1.41 0.158

CVCC:LAB 2.02 1.16 1.75 0.081
CVCC:COR 0.70 1.10 0.64 0.523
CVCC:PAL 1.27 1.13 1.12 0.261

CVCVC:LAB −1.74 0.90 −1.93 0.054
CVCVC:COR −4.01 0.96 −4.18 >0.001
CVCVC:PAL −3.11 0.92 −3.38 0.001

LAB:high 0.53 0.54 0.99 0.323
COR:high 0.62 0.25 2.45 0.014
PAL:high −0.75 0.39 −1.95 0.051

LAB:back −0.76 0.49 −1.54 0.123
COR:back 0.08 0.25 0.30 0.762
PAL:back 1.17 0.39 2.95 0.003

Our study assumes that TELL is a good model of the lexica of ourspeakers. The native speaker

who supplied the judgments for TELL is about fifty years olderthan the average participant in our

experiment, but they share a comparably high level of education and socio-economic background.

Thevalidate()function that we applied to the model in (8) assures that the effects of the predictors

are strong and reliable even in lexica that are different from TELL by as much as 37%. We conclude

that we have little reason to doubt the usefulness of comparing the TELL data with data from highly

educated younger speakers.

In sum, the quantitative analysis of the proportions of alternating nouns, in the form of a regres-

sion model, revealed four factors that are predictive of whether laryngeal alternation will occur: the
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phonologicalsizeof the word, theplaceof articulation, theheightof the preceding vowel, and the

backnessof the preceding vowel. The first two of these have been previously identified as having

an influence on laryngeal alternation in Turkish (Lewis 1967; Inkelas & Orgun 1995; Inkelas et al.

1997), and indeed the first two of these, from a crosslinguistic perspective are more likely than the

other two to have a causal relationship with a stop’s laryngeal features.

2.3. NON-PHONOLOGICAL TRENDS INTELL

While our discussion so far has focused exclusively on phonological properties of Turkish nouns,

there are two more aspects of the Turkish lexicon to discuss:Morphological structure, in partic-

ular the presence and distribution of affixes, and lexicon-based/usage-based factors, such as token

frequency and neighborhood density.

Regarding morphological structure, we note that TELL includes many poly-morphemic words,

which makes it conceivable that some of the observed trends are created or amplified by affixes,

either synchronically or diachronically. For example, many t-final non-alternating nouns contain

the native nominalizer–It or the Arabic feminine suffix–At.8 Similarly, the suffixes–lIk, –Ik, and

–Akall yield alternatingk-final nouns. It is possible, in principle, that the height effect is due to an

abundance of non-alternating non-high–Atand/or an abundance of alternating high–lIk. This is not

a concern for the backness effect, as the known
>
Ù-final suffixes all take their backness from the stem.

To gauge the importance of morphological structure, we useda morphologically parsed wordlist

prepared by Kemal Oflazer at Sabancı University (also used inPycha et al. 2007), and extracted

all 1635 of the stop-final words from it that were identifiableas mono-morphemic nouns. We then

crossed this list with TELL, and examined the trends in the 966 items of the crossed list. The same

statistical model we presented in (8) remained essentiallyunchanged even in this much smaller list,

with the following minor differences: In the shorter list,high is no longer significant as a main

effect, but its interaction with coronal place is highly significant, whilebackcame out significant

as a main effect in addition to the significant interaction with palatal. Both vowel effects made a

significant improvement to a base model that only hadsizeandplace. We conclude that whatever

effect affixes may have on the distribution of laryngeal alternations, the mono-morphemic list we

generated contains these effects just as strongly as TELL.

Turning to lexicon-based measures, we explored the role of token frequency, since all the dis-

cussion so far relied on type frequency. We used Oflazer’s corpus, which contains token frequency

information, to extract a list of 12,439 items. We crossed this list with TELL, and arrived at a crossed

list of 1,659 items. We ran the same model from (8) on this shorter list, and it came out essentially

unchanged (though againhighwas no longer a significant main effect, but remained significant in its

interaction with coronal). We were now able to add (log) frequency as a predictor to this model, and

it emerged highly significant: More frequent items are slightly, but consistently, more likely to be

8Here, “A” stands for a non-high vowel that receives its backness and rounding from the preceding syllables, while “I”
stands for a high vowel that does the same.
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alternators. However, all of the other trends in the lexiconremained unchanged, meaning that even

though token frequency does play a role in predicting alternations, this effect is independent from

the grammatical effects that we focus on in this paper. This is in line with findings in Bybee (1995);

Albright & Hayes (2002); Hay et al. (2004), which suggest that frequency can affect the behavior of

individual items, but that overall trends are generally sensitive to the types in the lexicon, rather than

being directly affected by token frequencies.

An additional lexicon-based measure we examined is neighborhood density. We counted the

number of neighbors each lexical item in TELL has (calculated as in Luce & Pisoni 1998), and if

there were any stop-final neighbors, we counted how many werealternators and how many were non-

alternators. This yielded three neighborhood-based predictors that we added to separate models. All

three predictors came out significant, with raw neighbor count and alternating neighbors correlating

with more alternations, and non-alternating neighbors correlating with less alternations. We also

added the various combinations of the three predictors to the model in (8), with best improvements

occurring in one model where the total number of neighbors predictor was added, and in a second

model where only the two stop-final neighbor predictors wereadded with their interaction. In both

of the these models, all of our grammatical predictors remained undisturbed, with the exception of

height, which was still highly significant as a main effect in both ofthe models we mentioned, but

the interaction ofheightwith coronal place lost its significance in the second one. Inboth models,

thebackeffect remained as in (8).

To summarize, we note that the grammatical effects we are interested in are impressively robust,

and remain highly significant under a variety of manipulations, including serious reductions in the

size of the dataset. The only effect that is somewhat less consistent than the others is vowel height,

which stayed significant either as a main effect or as an interaction in all of the models that we

checked, but not all had both. The backness effect and its interaction with palatal place remained

significant in all the models we examined. While lexicon-based and usage-based measures correlate

strongly with laryngeal alternations, they are largely orthogonal to the grammatical measures we

explore in this paper.

2.4. SUMMARY OF LEXICAL TRENDS

One characterization of different types of phonotactics makes a distinction between first-order and

second-order phonotactics (Warker & Dell 2006): first-order phonotactics regulate the distribution

of a particular (set of) phonological feature(s) within a particular position in a syllable or word,

whereas second-order phonotactics relate the distribution of a phonological feature in a particular

position to someotherproperty of the syllable or word, such as a feature of a neighboring segment.

While it is not the case that across the board, first-order phonotactics are more widespread than

second-order (for example, vowel harmony is a second-orderphonotactic), with respect to the case

at hand, namely the distribution of laryngeal features in stops, it is generally the case that only

first-order phonotactics matter.
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In terms of our above findings on predictors of laryngeal alternations in the Turkish lexicon, (6)

shows thathigh, an ‘unnatural’ predictor, shows a stronger effect thansize, a natural predictor, and

that both of these are second-order predictors.

The phonological size of a word, as measured here, is a proxy for a fact about the location of

the potentially alternating stem-final stop: whether it occurs in theinitial syllable of the word or

not. Indeed, as mentioned in the discussion of Turkish phonotactics above, one notorious locus of

exceptions to otherwise persistent coda devoicing is in thecoda of the initial syllable, as evidenced

by words such asad ‘name’ andeb.khem ‘mute’. This resistance to alternations in monosyllabic

words is a result of the fact that in monosyllabic words, the stem-final syllableis the initial syllable.

As a consequence, in a word such assoph-u ‘clan’ (as opposed togurub-u ‘group’) the fact that

the stop does not alternate is precisely because of a generalresistance to alternations for segments

in the initial syllable. Cross-linguistically, initial syllables enjoy greater faithfulness, or resistance

to alternation (Beckman 1998). Thesizevariable is thus a first-order phonotactic, as it relates the

occurrence of particular features (voicing and aspiration) to a particular position in the word (the

initial syllable).

The effect of the place of articulation on a stop that potentially undergoes alternation has crosslin-

guistic support as well. Different places are known to interact differently with laryngeal features

(Lisker & Abramson 1964; Ohala 1983; Volatis & Miller 1992),and different relative proportions

of alternation rates for different places of articulation were found by Ernestus & Baayen (2003) in

their study of the Dutch lexicon. While the relative rankingof alternation rates across places of

articulation may differ from language to language, it is a fact that languages exhibit phonotactics in

manner features and laryngeal features that are gradient and differential specifically depending on

place of articulation. Theplacevariable is thus a first-order phonotactic, as it relates theoccurrence

of a particular set of features (voicing, aspiration, and place).

The effect within the Turkish lexicon of vowel quality (in particular, height and backness) on

consonant laryngeal alternation is, on the other hand, unexpected given crosslinguistic phonological

typology. Interactions between vowel quality (height, backness, rounding) and the laryngeal fea-

tures of consonants are infrequent, and the handful of documented cases show a causal influence

in the opposite direction: the consonant’s laryngeal features can affect the height of a preceding

vowel (Kingston 2002), but not vice versa. Consonant voicing and aspiration have been argued

to affect vowel height in various languages (e.g. in diphthong centralization before voiceless con-

sonants in North American dialects of English, known as “Canadian Raising” (Chambers 1973;

Moreton & Thomas 2007); in Polish (Gussmann 1980); in Madurese (Stevens 1968) and vowel

backness in Northern Sarawak (Blust 2000), but there is no documented case of a phonological pro-

cess wherein vowel quality induces a change in consonant voicing or aspiration. Given the fact that

interactions of vowel quality and consonantal laryngeal features are second-order phonotactics with

little to no crosslinguistic attestation, their existencein Turkish is expected to be accidental rather

than principled in nature.
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These data therefore raise the question of whether Turkish speakers themselves will take the

correlation between vowel quality and consonants’ laryngeal features to be accidental or, whether

they will take it to reflect an active generalization over their lexicon that they will reproduce. Given

that all four of the factors ofsize, place, highandbackare statistically reliable predictors of laryngeal

alternations in the lexicon, we sought to determine whetherspeakers actually track and extend these

patterns in experimental tasks with novel words.

To summarize the study of the Turkish lexicon, it was found that bothsizeandplaceare excellent

predictors of the alternation status of nouns. Longer nounsare more likely to alternate, and coronal-

final nouns are less likely to alternate. In addition, theheightandbacknessof final stem vowels are

also good predictors in combination with place: High vowelspromote the alternation of coronals,

and back vowels promote the alternation of palatals. All of these generalizations were confirmed to

be highly statistically significant in a regression model that was put to several different tests. Put

differently, the size of nouns, the place of their final stop,and the height and backness of their final

vowels all strongly correlate with laryngeal alternationsin a way that is statistically unlikely to be

due to chance alone.

3. TESTING SPEAKERS’ KNOWLEDGE OF LEXICAL TRENDS

In the previous section, the distribution of laryngeal alternations in the Turkish lexicon was examined

and shown to be rather skewed. The distribution of alternating and non-alternating noun-final stops

is not uniform relative to other phonological properties that nouns have:size, place, height, and

backnesswere identified as statistically powerful predictors of alternation.

What native speakers of Turkish know about the distributionof laryngeal alternations, however,

is a separate question, which is taken on in this section. It will turn out that native speakers identify

generalizations about the distribution of laryngeal alternations relative to thesizeof nouns and the

placeof articulation of their final stops. However, speakers ignore, or fail to reproduce, correlations

between the laryngeal features of final stops and the qualityof the vowels that precede them. Con-

sequently, a model of the lexicon thatlacksvowel features is a better predictor of the results than a

model that has them.

3.1. MOTIVATION FOR A DENEUTRALIZATION TASK

We employed novel word task (Berko 1958) to find out which statistical generalizations native

speakers extract from their lexicon. This kind of task has been shown to elicit responses that, when

averaged over several speakers, replicate distributionalfacts about the lexicon (e.g. Zuraw 2000 and

many others).

Recall that whether or not a stop-final noun will fall into thealternating or non-alternating class

of words in Turkish is seemingly unpredictable: the unsuffixed noun stemsoph does not alternate

when a vowel-initial suffix is added, as in the possessed formsoph-u, but the noun stem
>
Ãoph does:
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its possessed form is
>
Ãob-u. A nonce word likezoph, in which the stem-final consonant appears at

the end of the word in coda position, is ambiguous, as the distinction between alternating and non-

alternating stops is neutralized. When a speaker is presented with the novel formzoph and asked to

form the possessive, they have to undo the neutralization, and decide whether the final stop is of the

alternating or non-alternating kind.

Thisdeneutralizationtask shows a number of parallels with more general schema ofbackwards

blockinginference, discussed in the literature on causal reasoningand inductive inference. In studies

on backwards blocking, participants observe an outcome occurring in the presence of two potential

causes (A and B). Participants observe that event A independently causes the outcome. Participants

are then often less likely to judge B as the cause of the outcome. One example task in which

backwards blocking inferences arise is in the “blicket detector” task of Sobel et al. (2004), in which

children were introduced to a blicket-detecting machine that lights up and plays music when certain

objects (blickets) are placed on it and were told that “blickets make the machine go”. In the blicket-

detector backward-blocking task at hand, A and B are two blocks placed on the blicket detector

together which result in the machine activating. Subsequently, object A is put on the detector alone,

again resulting in activation of the machine. Children werethen asked whether B was a blicket. As

the detection of B’s blickethood is neutralized in the presence of A, a known blicket, the “logical”

response rate of whether B is a blicket should have been a 50% rate of guesses that it was.

Nonetheless, in Sobel et. al’s Experiment 3, they showed that 4-year old children were remark-

ably sensitive to thebase ratesof whether something was likely to be a blicket, and made use of this

information in the face of the logical uncertainty of backward blocking. In this experiment, they ex-

posed and familiarized children to a number of nonce objectsbefore introducing them to the blicket

detector. There were two conditions. In the “rare blicket” condition, 1 out of 10 of the objects that

the participants were exposed to beforehand were blickets.In the “common blicket” condition, 9 out

of 10 objects were blickets. The children were then presented with the same task described above:

seeing two objects, A and B, seeing that A lights up the blicket detector, and seeing that A and B

together light up the blicket detector. The children were then asked if B was a blicket or not. The

4-year olds categorized B as a blicket on average 25% of the time in the rare blicket setup, but 81%

of the time in the common blicket setup, showing that they actively employed base rate information

in the deneutralized context of B alone.

The backwards-blocking blicket detector task is highly similar in structure to the coda deneu-

tralization task we performed with nonce words in Turkish. Participants observe an outcome (e.g.

[ph] in final position) which occurs in the presence of two potential causes: an alternating paradigm

with voicelessness when in coda position, or a uniformly voiceless paradigm. Once it is known that

the presence of A alone is sufficient to trigger the outcome (in this case, laryngeal alternations exist

in Turkish), then the likelihood that B is playing any role inthe outcome should logically be 50%.

However, when Turkish speakers are presented with a word like zoph and asked whether to judge

whether the deneutralized form should bezoph-u or zob-u, will they take into account the overall
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likelihood that a word of this shape is in the alternating class? And if so, which base rates do they

track, and which do they ignore?

3.2. MATERIALS AND METHOD

SPEAKERS: Participants were adult native speakers of Turkish (n = 24; 13 males, 11 females,

age range: 18-45) living in the United States. Some of the speakers were paid $5 for their time,

and others volunteered their time. The experiment was delivered as a web questionnaire, with some

speakers doing the experiment remotely. For those speakers, reaction times were indicative of the

speakers taking the questionnaire in one sitting, with no discernible distractions or pauses.

M ATERIALS : A native speaker of Turkish (male, mid-20s) recorded the bare form and two possible

possessive forms for each noun, repeated three times. Each stimulus was normalized for peak inten-

sity and pitch and inspected by a native speaker to be naturaland acceptable. One of the possessive

forms was completely faithful to the base, with the additionof a final high vowel that harmonized

with the stem, following the regular vowel harmony principles of the language. In the other posses-

sive form, the stem final stop was substituted with its voicedcounterpart, except for post-vocalick’s,

which were deleted.

Creating stimuli that exemplify all size, place and vowel quality combinations would have come

up to 96 (four places * three sizes * eight vowel qualities). Since the lexical distribution of laryngeal

alternations among palatals and labials is fairly similar,and in the interest of reducing the number

of trials, the palatal and labial categories were collapsedinto one category, using 12 words of each

place, compared to 24 for the coronal- and dorsal-final words. The total number of stimuli, then,

was 72 (three place categories * three sizes * eight vowel qualities).

Additionally, Turkish nouns of native origin allow the rounded vowels{o, ø} only in initial

position. To make the stimuli reflect the native phonology, non-high round vowels in the second

syllable of the CVCVC words were replaced with the corresponding high vowels{u, y}. The nouns

that were used are presented in (9). The non-final consonantswere chosen such that the resulting

nouns all sounded plausibly native, with neighborhood densities equalized among the stimuli as

much as possible.

Finally, 36 fillers were included. All the fillers ended in either fricatives or sonorant consonants.

To give speakers a meaningful task to perform with the fillers, two lexically-specific processes of

Turkish were chosen: vowel-length alternations (e.g.ruh∼ ru:h-u ‘spirit’) and vowel-∅ alternations

(e.g.burun∼ burn-u‘nose’). Eighteen fillers displayed vowel-length alternations with a CVC base,

and the other eighteen displayed vowel-∅ alternations with a CVCVC base. All of the fillers were

chosen from a dictionary of Turkish, some of them being very familiar words, and some being

obsolete words that were not familiar to the speakers we consulted.
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(9) Experiment items

CVC CVCC CVCVC

−high +high −high +high −high +high

p/
>
Ù

−round

−back geph ji
>
Ùh thelph gin

>
Ùh heve

>
Ùh >

Ãisiph

+back daph n1
>
Ùh phan

>
Ùh d1rph j1japh ma.1

>
Ùh

+round

−back khø
>
Ùh zyph jøn

>
Ùh khyrph bøly

>
Ùh

thyry
>
Ùh

+back pho
>
Ùh thuph solph mun

>
Ùh khonuph

gujuph

t

−round

−back pheth hith zelth
>
Ùhinth nikheth gevith

+back fath m1th hanth S1rth ja.ath ph1s1th

+round

−back søth
>
Ãyth gønth nyrth sølyth

bynyth

+back joth nuth
>
Ãolth bunth

>
Ùhoruth

mujuth

k

−round

−back vekh zikh helkh thinkh mesekh pherikh

+back
>
Ãakh ph1kh vankh n1rkh thathakh ban1kh

+round

−back høkh sykh sønkh phyrkh nønykh

dyjykh

+back mokh nukh bolkh dunkh zorukh

julukh

The materials were recorded in a sound attenuated booth intoa Macintosh computer at a 44.1

KHz sampling rate. Using Praat (Boersma & Weenink 2008), thetoken judged best of each suffixed

form was spliced and normalized for peak intensity and pitch. Peak intensity was normalized using

Praat’s “scale peak” function set to 0.6. For pitch normalization, three points were manually labeled

in each affixed form: the onset of the word, the onset of the root’s final segment (the onset of the

burst in the case of stops), and the offset of the word. Then, areversed V-shaped pitch contour was

superimposed on the materials, with a pitch of 110 Hz at the onset of the word, 170 Hz at the onset

of the root-final segment, and 70 Hz at the offset of the word. These values were chosen in order to

best fit most of the speaker’s actual productions, such that changes would be minimal.

Finally, for each stimulus, two .wav files were created by concatenating the two suffixed forms

with a 0.8-second silence between the two, once with the voiceless form followed by the voiced

form, and once with the voiced followed by the voiceless. A linguist who is a native speaker of

Turkish verified that the final materials were of satisfactory quality. While she had some concerns

about stress being perceived non-finally in a few of the filleritems, no problems were found with

the stimuli.
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PROCEDURE: Before the beginning of the experiment, speakers were reminded that laryngeal

alternations are lexically-specific by presenting a familiar non-alternating paradigm (thoph ∼ thoph-u

‘ball’) next to a familiar alternating paradigm (
>
Ãeph ∼

>
Ãeb-i ‘pocket’). Then, speakers were asked

to choose the possessive form of two familiar alternating nouns (dolaph ‘cupboard’ anda.a
>
Ùh ‘tree’),

and feedback was given on their choices.

The stimuli were presented in a self-paced forced-choice task. The base form (e.g.feth) was

presented in Turkish orthography (e.g.〈fet〉) which reflects the relevant aspects of the phonology

faithfully. The participants saw an overt possessor with genitive case followed by a blank, to provide

the syntactic context for a possessive suffix, e.g.Ali’nin “Ali’s ”, and they

heard two possible possessed forms, e.g.feth-i andfed-i. Speakers pressed “F” or “J” to choose the

first or the second possessive form they heard. Most speakerstook 15-20 minutes to complete the

experiment.

The order of the stimuli and the order of the choices were randomized. Additionally, the fillers

were randomly distributed among the first three quarters of the stimuli.

The results of the experiment are presented in§3.3 below, with qualitative comparisons to the

lexicon, followed in§3.4 by a quantitative comparison of the results with the lexical statistics.

3.3. RESULTS

The panels in (10), which parallel the panels in (3), show that participants preferred alternating

stops most often for labials, and least often for coronals. The size effect is clear as well, with more

alternating responses for longer items. While there seems to be a height effect in the third panel, this

is primarily due to the larger number of high vowels in the CVCVC stimuli, due to the phonotactic

absence of{o, ø} in non-initial syllables. There is no difference to speak ofbetween front and back

vowels.
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(10) Alternating choices for nonce words, by single features

DOR

PAL

COR

LAB

CVCVC

CVCC

CVC

+high

 !high

+back

 !back

alternating
non-alternating

The interaction in the first panel in (11), which parallels the one in (4), shows a clear gradation

for size for labials and coronals. For palatals, we see CVCC nouns patterning with CVCVC nouns,

while for dorsals, the CVCC nouns pattern with the CVC nouns.

The backness effect, or rather its absence, can be seen in thesecond panel. In the lexicon the

backness effect was concentrated in the palatals, whereas in the experimental results the effect is not

simply absent in the palatals, it is reversed.

The third panel shows a small preference for alternations inhigh vowels in the palatals and

dorsals, contrary to the lexicon, where the largest height effect was in the coronals. The fourth panel

shows a slight preference for alternations after high vowels in CVCVC nouns.
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(11) Alternating choices for nonce words, by pairs of features

DOR

PAL

COR

LAB

CVC CVCC CVCVC

DOR

PAL

COR

LAB

 !back +back

DOR

PAL

COR

LAB

 !high +high

CVCVC

CVCC

CVC

 !high +high

Finally, the chart in (12), which parallels the one in (5), shows the height effect in the palatals,

and more weakly in the dorsals and coronals. The picture is rather noisy, with no overall height

effect, nor any consistent effect in any of the three sizes orany of the four places. In the lexicon, the

height effect is strongest for coronals and weakest for palatals, whereas the opposite is true in the

experimental results — another sign of its rather haphazardnature.
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(12) Alternating choices for nonce words: place, size, high

DOR

 !
h

ig
h

+
h
ig
h

 !
h

ig
h

+
h
ig
h

 !
h

ig
h

+
h
ig
h

PAL

COR

LAB

CVC CVCC CVCVC

We now turn to a statistical analysis that assesses the reliability of these effects. The results were

analyzed with a mixed-effects logistic regression in R (R Development Core Team 2007) using the

lmer() function of theLME4 package, withparticipant and item as random effect variables. The

fixed effect variables were the same ones used in the analysisof the lexicon:size, place, high, back

andround.

An initial model was fitted to the data using onlysizeandplaceas predictors. Adding their

interaction to the model made a significant improvement (sequential ANOVA model comparison,

χ2(6) = 50.58,p < .001). The improved model with the interaction term is givenin (13). This

model shows that labial place and CVCVC size are more conducive to alternating responses than

the baseline dorsal place and CVC size, respectively, whichis exactly what we found in the lexicon

model in (8). For the CVCC size, palatal place is significantly more conducive to voicing than the

baseline dorsal place — here we see that speakers amplified and sharpened what was a mere trend

in (8). Additionally, in the CVCVC size, all places are less conducive to alternating responses than

the baseline dorsal place with the same CVCVC size, which closely matches (8).
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(13) Final regression model for alternating choices of nonce words

Estimateβ SE(β) z p

LAB 0.74 0.30 2.45 0.014
COR 0.11 0.26 0.43 0.665
PAL −0.12 0.32 −0.37 0.710
CVCC −0.09 0.26 −0.34 0.733
CVCVC 2.69 0.29 9.47 < 0.001

CVCC:LAB 0.64 0.43 1.49 0.137
CVCC:COR 0.39 0.36 1.07 0.287
CVCC:PAL 1.87 0.45 4.17 < 0.001

CVCVC:LAB −1.44 0.46 −3.15 0.002
CVCVC:COR −1.94 0.38 −5.14 < 0.001
CVCVC:PAL −1.13 0.46 −2.46 0.014

The addition of any vowel feature to the baseline model (high, backor round) made no signif-

icant improvement (p > .1). No vowel feature approached significance, either on itsown or by its

interaction withplace. For example, adding the interactionplace*highto the model in (13) yields

a new model where the interaction of coronal place andhigh is almost exactly at chance level (p =

.981). Addingplace*backthe to baseline model gives an interaction of palatal place and backthat

is non-significant (p = .661) and its coefficient is negative, i.e. going in the opposite direction from

the lexicon, where palatal place and backness are positively correlated.

In other words,sizeandplacehad statistically significant power in predicting the participants’

choice of alternation vs. non-alternation of stem-final stops. Crucially, however, none of the vowel

features had an effect on the participants’ choices, not even as a trend.

3.4. COMPARISON OF THE EXPERIMENT WITH THE LEXICON

In this section, we compare how closely the experimental results match models of the lexicon that are

based on TELL. We quantify the matches that each lexicon model makes, and assess the contribution

of the grammatical predictors we use (place, size, high, andback). We show that the lexicon model

that takesonlyplace and size into account is the one that matches the experimental results best, and

it makes significantly better predictions than the model that adds vowel features. Before we delve

into the statistics, however, we start by visualizing the contribution of our four grammatical factors.

The effect of individual factors is shown in (14), where the panels parallel those in (3) and (10).

Each panel was made by fitting an ordinal logistic regressionmodel to TELL, as described in§2,

and using thepredict() function to generate the expected alternation rate. In sucha simple model,

this is just the average for the relevant items, e.g. 20% fort-final nouns and 63% for
>
Ù-final nouns.

The prediction of each model was merged with the experimental results, and thus plotted against the

average experimental response for each item. We see a strongcorrelation between the lexicon and

the experimental results forplaceandsize, and no effect forback. We do see an effect ofhigh, but
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this is again a reflection of thesizeeffect, since there are more CVCVC stimuli with high vowels

than CVCVC stimuli with non-high vowels.

(14) Lexicon vs. nonce words, by single features
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The panels in (15) show the predictions of lexicon models that use pairs of predictors with their

interactions, paralleling those in (4) and (11). Here it becomes clearer thatplace*sizeis a powerful

combination that offers an excellent prediction of the experimental results. The correlation is much

more modest whenplaceis augmented bybackor high. Comparing the bottom two panels, we see

that high has a rather a modest effect on the correlation, and the difference between the panels is

attributed to the stronger effect ofsizerelative toplace.
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(15) Lexicon vs. nonce words, by pairs of features

lexicon prediction: place * size
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lexicon prediction: size * high
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Finally, the two panels in (16) compare the a model of the lexicon that only usessize*placeon

the left, with a model of the lexicon that usessize*place+ high*place+ back*placeon the right.

This right model is identical to the one in (8). While the datapoints are more evenly distributed on

the x-axis in the right panel, we see no improvement in correlation relative to the left panel.
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(16) Lexicon vs. nonce words, without and with vowel features

lexicon: size * place
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lexicon: size, place, high, back
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Moving beyond the visualization in (16), we employed model comparison tests to show that the

left panel offers a superior match to the experimental results. To test the effect ofhigh separately

from back, we define four models, shown in (17). TheBASE model has no vowel features in it,HIGH

andBACK have one additional feature each, andFULL is identical to the model in (8).

(17)
BASE place*size

HIGH place*size + place*high

BACK place*size + place*back

FULL place*size + place*high + place*back

As mentioned above, each model was fitted to TELL usinglrm(), thepredict()function was used

to generate a single predictor from each model, and the four predictors were then merged with the

experimental results. The table in (18) shows on the left that in the lexicon itself, the predictive

power of the models, as measured by the models’ L.R. and Dxy is lowest forBASE and highest for

FULL. On the right, the opposite is true when these models are applied to the experimental results:

FULL is lowest, whileBASE is highest. In other words, the model thatlacksany information about

vowel quality is the one that offers the better fit to the experimental results.

(18) fit to the lexicon fit to the experimental results

Model L.R. Dxy Model L.R. Dxy

BASE 1920 .744 196 .360

BACK 1948 .757 187 .349

HIGH 2049 .800 181 .345

FULL 2078 .810 175 .349
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The BASE model is a significantly better predictor of the experimental results, as determined

by model comparison tests. All the comparisons were made using nested models, e.g. theBASE

predictor and theHIGH predictor were compared to a to superset model that had both of these

predictors in it. The addition ofBASE to an lrm() model that containsHIGH makes a significant

improvement (χ2(1)=13.78,p < .001), and the same is true forBACK (χ2(1)=8.00,p < .005)

and forFULL (χ2(1)=19.79,p < .001). The opposite comparisons were all non-significant (p > .1).

The same model comparisons were also done withlmer()models that were fitted to the experimental

results, and the same results obtained:HIGH (χ2(1)=11.86,p < .001),BACK (χ2(1)=6.26,p < .05),

andFULL (χ2(1)=15.14,p < .001).

To summarize the findings, Turkish speakers reproduced the distribution of laryngeal alternations

in the lexicon by paying attention to the size of the nouns andthe place of the final stops. The lexicon

model that lacks vowel features (BASE) is a significantly better predictor of the human responses

than models that use vowel features, even though vowel features are strongly predictive of laryngeal

alternations in the lexicon.

3.5. EVALUATING POTENTIAL CONFOUNDS IN THEEXPERIMENTAL STIMULI

Before proceeding with the implications of our findings for phonological theory, we report on the

results of two post-hoc evaluations designed to ensure thatour results were not due to confounding

properties of the stimuli. Specifically, we examined the naturalness of the acoustic properties of

each stimulus using a post-hoc norming study, and we assessed the potential role of neighborhood

density in explaining the alternation results. Neither turned out to have any confounding effect.

The potential effect of purely auditory or other non-task-related properties in biasing speakers’

choice of alternating or non-alternating response was addressed by conducting a post-hoc norming

study. We asked nine native speakers to listen to all of the suffixed forms, in random order. Each

file was presented with an orthographic representation of it, and speakers were asked to “rate the

clarity of pronunciation” of each word on a scale from 1 to 7. Speakers were told that all the forms

they will hear are possessives. The study was done via the internet, using an interface that’s very

similar to the one we used for the main study. Overall, the speakers found the materials to be of high

quality, with mean of 6.2 out of 7 (SD = 1.2, 56% “7” responses, 23% “6”, 12% “5”). We then

used the average rating per item as a predictor of the experimental results, and found no significant

predictive power. We conclude that our stimuli did not contain any acoustic properties that could

shape the speakers responses in any measurable way.

Recall that in§2.3 we found that existing lexical items are more likely to alternate if they are fre-

quent and/or if they have many alternating neighbors (while, of course, being independent from the

grammatical effects we study). Frequency is not a concern for nonce items, since by definition their

frequency is zero. To make sure that neighborhood density isn’t masking the grammatical effects,

we calculted the neighborhood density of the nonce items, and used it to predict the experimental

results. We found that adding neighborhood density as a predictor into the analysis in (13) made no
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noticeable change, as confirmed by anANOVA model comparison (χ2(1)= .260,p > .1).

3.6. DISCUSSION

The experimental results show that Turkish speakers generalize their knowledge of the laryngeal

alternations in their lexicon. Not contenting themselves with memorizing the alternating or non-

alternating status of single nouns, speakers have access tothe relative proportion of alternating

nouns categorized by size and place. Using size and place as factors, speakers must somehow

project their lexical statistics onto novel items. Although the height and backness of stem-final

vowels are strongly correlated with alternations in the lexicon, we see no effect of these vowels

on speakers’ choices. In fact, a model that ignores the vowelfeatures can predict the speakers’

responses significantly better than a model that uses vowel features.

Speakers failed to reproduce the correlation between vowels and laryngeal alternations in spite

of an abundance of overt evidence, while learning the size and place effects even with very little

evidence. For instance, the difference in alternation rates between
>
Ù-final CVC and CVCC nouns

was successfully reproduced in the experiment results, even though the evidence comes from 23 and

18 nouns, respectively, and it is a non-significant trend in the lexicon. The evidence for the vowel

effects, however, comes from hundreds of nouns.

The proposal advanced here is that the results are best understood in light of a theory of univer-

sally possible phonological interactions, as encoded in a set of universal constraints. Only factors

that can be expressed in terms of constraint interaction canbe identified by language learners, with

other lexical generalizations going unnoticed.

4. REPRESENTINGTURKISH LARYNGEAL ALTERNATIONS IN THE GRAMMAR

In this section we offer a model of the grammar of Turkish thatincorporates constraints into the

determination of laryngeal alternations, so as to prevent unrestricted access to the lexicon. In order

to model the experimental results in which not all statistically robust lexical predictors of alternation

are extended in the novel word task, we propose a grammaticalfilter through which such trends can

be extended. In essence, the representation of alternationpredictions must be mediated by a grammar

with formal primitives that can be used to encode natural interactions. In order to have a concrete

implementation, we present our analysis of Turkish in§4.3, which uses an Optimality Theoretic

grammar with lexically-specific rankings. However, we firstreview the phonetics and phonology

of Turkish laryngeal contrasts in§4.1. We then show why the difference between alternating and

non-alternating nouns must not be encoded in the underlyingrepresentation of roots (§4.2) if one is

to formulate a grammatical explanation for our experimental results.
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4.1. LARYNGEAL CONTRASTS INTURKISH

The literature on Turkish (at least since Lees 1961) agrees that Turkish contrasts two stops in each

place of articulation on the surface (19), but that stem-final stops display three kinds of behavior

under affixation: They are either pronounced the same in the base and in the affixed form (20a-b),

or they alternate (20c). It is also known that final voiced stops, as in (20b), are rare in the language.

(19) Two-way surface distinction in roots

initially inter-vocalically

a. thin ‘soul’ atha ‘ancestor’

b. din ‘religion’ ada ‘island’

(20) Three-way contrast finally

bare stem possessive

a. ath ath-1 ‘horse’

b. ad ad-1 ‘name’

c. thath thad-1 ‘taste’

In Turkish orthography, the surface distinction is represented by the letters〈p, t, ç, k〉 and〈b, d,

c, g〉, and the distinction was taken to be one of voicing by much of the literature on Turkish (Lees

1961; Inkelas & Orgun 1995; Inkelas et al. 1997, and many others).

More recently, Kallestinova (2004) and Petrova et al. (2006) have shown that the voiceless stops

of Turkish are in fact aspirated in onset position.9 While these authors do not commit to the sur-

face realization of word-final stops, it is known that final stops are consistently released with an

audible voiceless burst. Crucial evidence for consideringthis audible release as aspiration comes

from Kopkallı (1993), who shows that the release of word-final stops is as long as the duration of

aspiration on intervocalic voiceless stops, suggesting that speakers treat these as a consistent pho-

netic category. (For further discussion of laryngeal features in Turkish, see Jannedy (1995), and for

a broader perspective, see Avery (1996), Beckman & Ringen (2004), Vaux & Samuels (2005), and

Nicolae & Nevins (2010).)

The spectrogram in (21) exemplifies the finding in Kopkallı (1993), showing a clear, voiceless

burst at the end of both the alternatingkhanath and the non-alternatingsepheth. In fact, this token,

spoken by a 30 year old male speaker from Istanbul, happens tohave an even stronger burst for

khanath, although Kopkallı (1993) shows that there is no significantdifference in the duration of the

final burst between alternating and non-alternating nouns.

9The aspiration is consistent in roots. In affixes that show laryngeal alternations, such as the locative–ta/da and the
ablative–tan/dan, the voiceless variant is unaspirated. In affixes that do notalternate, like the relativizer–khi and adverbial
–khen, voiceless stops are aspirated just like root stops.
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(21) [bu khanath o sepheth] “This is a wing; that is a basket” (lit. this wing; that basket)

bu kanat o sepet
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For the purposes of the analysis we offer in§4.3, the exact details of Turkish laryngeal features

are not crucial. What is crucial is that all stop-final nouns fall into one of two groups: In one

group, the suffixed form is faithful to the base (such that faithfulness to laryngeal features ranks

over any relevant markedness constraints), and in the othergroup, the suffixed form is unfaithful

(and markedness ranks over any relevant faithfulness constraints). As we will show, the inconsistent

ranking arguments allow the speaker to build lexical information into their grammar, and thus learn

the distribution of the laryngeal alternations in grammatical terms. In this paper, we use the more

accurate transcription, which marks aspiration.

Under this view, Turkish stops surface either voiced or aspirated. Any hypothetical underlyingly

voiceless unaspirates map unfaithfully either to voiced orto aspirated stops due to high ranking

constraint that requires a laryngeal specification on everystop (Petrova et al. 2006). Additionally,

barring a few exceptional native words and some loanwords, word-final stops are regularly required

to be aspirated, as has been shown for German, Kashmiri, and Klamath (Iverson & Salmons 2007).

4.2. ENCODING (NON-)ALTERNATION WITH CONSTRAINT RANKINGS

The existing analyses of Turkish laryngeal alternations, either in terms of voicing (Lees 1961;

Inkelas & Orgun 1995; Inkelas et al. 1997) or in terms of aspiration (Avery 1996; Kallestinova 2004;

Petrova et al. 2006), share the same architecture that attributes the different behavior of final stops

to different underlying representations of laryngeal features. In this section, we demonstrate that

such an analysis is insufficient on its own, showing that speakers must use grammatical mechanisms

instead of underlying representations to generalize over the distribution of laryngeal alternations.

The traditional analysis along the lines of Inkelas et al. (1997) is shown in (22). In this analysis,

nouns that surface with a voiceless (aspirated) stop throughout the paradigm have a voiceless (as-

pirated) stop underlyingly, while stops that alternate have an underlying stop that is unspecified for
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laryngeal features. Identity to larnygeal features assures that underlyingly specified stops surface

faithfully in all positions, while a constraint against intervocalic voiceless stops causes alternation

when faithfulness is not at issue.

(22) a. The UR’s of [ath] and [thath] are /ath/ and /thaD/

b. The UR of the possessive is /I/ (a high vowel)

c. /ath + I/ → [ath-1] requires IDENT(lar)≫ *VtV

ath + I IDENT(lar) *VtV

a.☞ ath-1 *

b. ad-1 *!

d. /thaD + I/→ [thad-1] is consistentwith IDENT(lar)≫ *VtV

thaD + I IDENT(lar) *VtV

a. thath-1 *!

b. ☞ thad-1

In this theory, IDENT(lar) dominates any relevant markedness constraints, and alternating stops

have underspecified underlying representations that escape faithfulness. The deletion of dorsals

can be encoded using another representational mechanism, that of “floating segments”, or segments

whose absence from the output does not violate the regular MAX (as in, e.g. Zoll 1996).

The crucial element of this analysis is that both rankings in(22) are consistent. Alternating nouns

like thath and non-alternating nouns likeath do not require different grammatical factors that point

to their alternation, and thereby cannot situate alternation itself as something specifically interacting

with the phonological grammar of the language. Rather, the behavior of different nouns is encoded

in the lexicon, outside the purview of grammar. The same is true of Avery (1996); Kallestinova

(2004) and Petrova et al. (2006).

We propose that the status of a word as alternating or non-alternating must be represented by

lexically-specific grammatical rankings, instead of (or inaddition to) an underlying difference. In

essence, our argument is that only by including the alternating or non-alternating status of a word

as agrammaticalrather than lexically memorized phenomenon can one make sense of the gram-

matical biases against extending all lexical statistics. Underlying representations may very well be

computed, but they are too powerful as a tool for predicting which lexical trends will be generalized.

The analysis we offer in§4.3, summarized in (23) below, posits the bare forms of nounsas

their underlying representations. As (23c) shows, differential alternation for the same UR forces the

speaker to find conflicting ranking arguments for the different classes of lexical items. The result
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of aggregating such ranking arguments becomes the vehicle for encoding lexical statistics in the

grammar.

(23) Overview of conflicting ranking analysis of alternating vs. nonalternating nouns:

a. The URs of [ath] and [thath] are /ath/ and /thath/

b. The UR of the possessive is /I/ (a high vowel)

c. /ath + I/ → [ath-1] requires IDENT(LAR) ≫ *VtV

/thath + I/ → [thad-1] requires *VtV ≫ IDENT(LAR)

In effect, alternating vs. nonalternating status is not captured in terms of underlying representa-

tions (which are, by hypothesis, the same for both classes ofitems), but rather in terms of lexically-

specific constraint rankings. This assures that lexical trends are identified in terms of constraints,

and thereby are captured in phonological terms, using the variety of phonological primitives that

constraints are sensitive to, such as marked combinations of features, preferred alignments of phono-

logical elements, positional faithfulness, and other formal properties of the theory.

As should be clear, the proposal made here “reverses” the effect of the phonology: instead of

assigning the hidden aspects of bases to their underlying representation, and then neutralizing them

in the unaffixed form, as is done traditionally, we propose that for Turkish, the surface forms of bases

are assumed as their underlying form, and any properties of the base that emerge only in suffixed

forms are achieved by constraint interaction. In the simplecase of Turkish, where the only hidden

property of nominal roots is the laryngeal specification of their final stop, the analysis in terms of

lexically-specific constraint rankings is not only clearlyfeasible, it is also the only analysis that

allows speakers to grammatically capture the variety of lexical trends that the language has. We

demonstrate this in more detail in the next section.

The idea that the surface form of the base may be preferred to an abstract UR finds previous

support in the work of Hayes (1995, 1999), and a similar approach is pursued in Albright (2008b).

These authors discuss a range of languages where roots had been claimed to have abstract URs,

as in Korean, and analyze them in grammatical terms. Assuming the base form as the underlying

representation has the added benefit of obviating the searchfor non-surface-true underlying repre-

sentations. This search requires a significant amount of computation, as shown by Tesar (2006) and

Merchant (2008), and in parallel lines of work, also by Boersma (2001) and by Jarosz (2006), who

specifically look at Turkish-like languages where the behavior of root-final stops is hidden in the

bare form of the root. A full comparison of the computationalcomplexity of these approaches and

our approach, however, goes beyond the scope of this paper.

4.3. ANALYSIS WITH CLONED CONSTRAINTS

As established in§3, when asked to choose a possessive form for a novel item likegevith, Turkish

speakers match the probability of alternation for items that share the relevant phonological proper-

ties, in this case,place(t-final) andsize(polysyllabic). However, they do not perform an uncon-
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strained comparison to their lexicon, which would wrongly predict an effect of the stem-final vowel.

In this section, we present an OT-based model that uses the constraints inCON to store information

about lexical items and project the trends that these items create onto novel items. The proposal will

be outlined here, with further details available in [reference redacted].

As explained in§4.2, we assume the bare stems of Turkish nouns as their underlying forms.

Nouns with non-alternating stops require FAITHFULNESS≫ MARKEDNESS, while nouns with al-

ternating stops require MARKEDNESS≫ FAITHFULNESS, and these conflicting demands lead to

two conflicting grammars. Constraint cloning (Pater 2006, 2009) is a mechanism that uses the con-

straints inCON to categorize and list lexical items that have unpredictable behavior. Aggregating the

pattern of alternating vs. non-alternating items specifically in terms of constraint rankings ensures

that they are only categorized based on universal grammatical principles that are found in the inven-

tory of Universal Grammar. The tableaux in (24-25) exemplify the conflicting grammars required

by the non-alternatorana
>
Ùh ‘cub’ and the alternatorama

>
Ùh ‘goal’.

(24)
/ ana

>
Ùh + 1 / IDENT(lar) *V

>
ÙV

a.☞ ana
>
Ùh-1 *

b. ana
>
Ã-1 *!

(25)
/ ama

>
Ùh + 1 / *V

>
ÙV IDENT(lar)

a.☞ ama
>
Ã-1 *

b. ama
>
Ùh-1 *!

When the learner encounters a conflict as in (24-25), they canno longer maintain one grammar

for the entire language. One constraint is chosen for cloning, meaning that two copies of the con-

straint are created, and each copy is associated with the some lexical items. If IDENT(lar) is chosen,

the resulting grammar is the one in (26).

(26) IDENT(lar)ana
>
Ù ≫ *V

>
ÙV ≫ IDENT(lar)ama

>
Ù

To replicate the effect thatplace has over the distribution of laryngeal alternations, the lan-

guage learner must separately keep track of words that end indifferent stops. The fact that la-

ryngeal features affect stops of different places of articulation differently is well documented (e.g.

Lisker & Abramson 1964; Ohala 1983; Volatis & Miller 1992). Additionally, the lenition of voice-

less stops to voiced stops between vowels is also very well documented (for an overview, see

Kirchner 1998). These effects quite plausibly give rise to afamily of constraints that penalize voice-

less stops between vowels: *VpV, *VtV, *V
>
ÙV, *VkV. The interaction of each of these constraints
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with faithfulness will allow the speaker to discover the proportion of the stop-final nouns of Turkish

that alternate in each place of articulation. When any of these markedness constraints rank over the

faithfulness constraint IDENT(lar), the stem-final stop surfaces voiced. When *VkV outranks the

anti-deletion constraint MAX , a stem-final dorsal deletes.10

Speakers also replicate thesizeeffect of the lexicon, with monosyllabic nouns recorded sep-

arately from polysyllabic nouns. We attribute this to initial syllable faithfulness (Beckman 1997,

1998; Casali 1998). In a monosyllabic alternator liketa
>
Ù ∼ ta

>
Ã1 ‘crown’, the alternation impacts

the initial syllable of the base, and thus *V
>
ÙV must outrank both IDENT(lar)σ1 and the general

IDENT(lar). In a polysyllabic alternator likeama
>
Ù ∼ ama

>
Ã1 ‘goal’, the initial syllable is not dis-

turbed, and *V
>
ÙV is only required to outrank IDENT(lar). Listing items with these different con-

straint rankings naturally separates the monosyllables from the polysyllables. Similarly, the avail-

ability of MAX σ1 in addition to MAX allows the deletion of stem-finalk to be learned separately for

monosyllable and polysyllables.

Adding a
>
Ù ∼ a

>
Ù1 ‘hunger’ andta

>
Ù ∼ ta

>
Ã1 ‘crown’ to the grammar-fragment in (26) yields the

grammar-fragment in (27), which separates monosyllables from polysyllables.

(27) IDENT(lar)σ1a
>
Ù, IDENT(lar)ana

>
Ù ≫ *V

>
ÙV ≫ IDENT(lar)σ1ta

>
Ù, IDENT(lar)ama

>
Ù

The complete grammar lists all the stop-final items that speaker knows. Since each lexical

item must be recorded in terms of its lexically-specific ranking of markedness (*VpV, *VtV, *V
>
ÙV,

*VkV) and faithfulness (IDENT(lar), IDENT(lar)σ1, MAX , MAX σ1), lexical items are naturally sep-

arated according to their size and place. The relative numbers of items in each group constitute

the lexical statistics, which become available to the speaker in terms of rankings of Universal con-

straints.

Now suppose a speaker encounters a novel noun in its bare form, such asheve
>
Ùh, and they are

required to produce its possessive form. The learner has a choice between two grammars that can

apply to this item: One that has IDENT(lar) outranking *V
>
ÙV, and one that has the reverse ranking.

The clone of IDENT(lar) that ranks below *V
>
ÙV has more items associated with it, and it therefore

has a stronger effect on novel words, making the possessive of heve
>
Ùh more likely to beheve

>
Ã-i than

heve
>
Ùh-i. In this theory, the grammar and the lexicon are intertwined, with the behavior of known

items recorded in terms of constraint ranking, and it is thisaspect of the grammar that allows it to

project the trends in the lexicon onto novel items.

We note that cloning is designed specifically to keep track ofparadigmatic alternations. Ex-

tending this approach to phonotactics, and especially to exceptional phonotactics, is left for future

work, yet an interesting attempt in this direction can be found in Coetzee (2008). Another interest-

ing approach to connecting the grammar and the lexicon is found in Zuraw’s (2000) USEL ISTED

approach. The cloning approach we use here is designed to regulate paradigmatic relations and

provide a way to encode patterns of alternations in the grammar. As such, it is regulated by the

10The full analysis of dorsal deletion also involves a constraint against post-vocalic [g] and appropriate ranking of
IDENT(lar). These details are covered in [reference redacted].
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inventory of extant and plausible UG constraints. Since UG doesn’t contain constraints that relate

vowel height and vowel backness to laryngeal features of a neighboring consonants, such relations

cannot be encoded using Universal constraints. The technical details of the analysis are worked out

in [reference redacted]; here, we wish to focus on the crux ofthe analysis, which is the encoding

of lexical trends in terms of a grammar. It is the mediation ofthe grammar in the acquisition and

extension of lexical trends that connects our results in Turkish to the broader picture of phonological

patterns in the world’s languages.

5. GENERAL DISCUSSION

This paper presented a study of Turkish laryngeal alternations that contrasted trends found in the

Turkish lexicon with the knowledge that speakers have aboutit, showing that speakers are biased

to reproduce certain trends but not others. The experimental finding, that speakers do not adopt

an omnivorous model of statistical generalization when it comes to vowel-consonant interactions,

fall under a more general set of conclusions about the phonetic basis for phonotactic interactions.

Taken together, these results suggest a more general implication for realistic models of inductive

generalization from linguistic regularities: the need fora balanced interaction between the power

of tracking statistical information and the constraints oflinguistically-specific filters that guide the

learner’s analysis and acquisition of phonotactic patterns.

5.1. GENERAL-PURPOSE LEARNING WITH THEMGL

In this subsection we compare a biased learner (i.e. one thatexcludes interactions of vowel height

and backness with consonantal laryngeal features) with a model of learning that has no substan-

tive biases. We report on the results of such a simulation, todemonstrate that unbiased models

erroneously predict extension of V-C interactions in the experimental results.

The Minimal Generalization Learner (MGL) of Albright & Hayes (2002, 2003, 2006) is an

information-theoretic algorithm that generalizes patterns over classes of words that undergo similar

alternations. MGL provides a reflection of trends in the lexicon and has the potential to generalize

them to novel outputs. The MGL has been shown to successfullymodel humans’ experimental re-

sults in novel word-formation tasks with the past tense in English and with similar tasks in other

languages, and is thus a good representative of a class of models that access lexical patterns without

any bias against generalizing from phonologically unnatural trends.

We supplied the MGL with the lexical items in TELL, and assessed its predictions for the ex-

perimental items. The results are plotted in (28), where theleft panel is repeated from (16), and the

right panel shows the MGL predictions. We see similarly impressive fits in both.
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(28) Predicting alternations in nonce words, regression model vs. MGL

lexicon: size, place, high, back
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We assessed the ability of the MGL to predict the experimental results, comparing the predictions

to the four models we used in§3.4, using comparison of nested models. The MGL consistently

achieves lowerχ2 values than the four regression models we use in§3.4, and its overall fit is closest

to theFULL model, indicating that the MGL is most similar to the statistical model that uses vowel

quality information and least similar to the model that usesno vowel information.11

The MGL results show that a learning model unequipped with a set of biases that determine the

universal range of phonological interactions will be unable to successfully mimic human behavior

and ignore accidental regularities in a lexicon.

The MGL results are representative of a wider range of learning algorithms, such as CART

(Breiman et al. 1984), C4.5 (Quinlan 1993), or TiMBL (Daelemans et al. 2002), which use purely

distributional properties of a lexicon to model human behavior. The MGL’s advantage over these

other models is that it is not given a list of possible generalizations to explore in advance, but rather

generates its own set of hypotheses. The MGL simulation is informative specifically because it is

given whole words to deal with, without additional information about which generalizations to attend

to. The finding that the MGL replicates the theFULL model’s fit to the experimental results confirms

the fact that a biased learner is necessary. With models other than the MGL, the lack of vowel effect

could be hard-wired by not supplying the model with information about vowel quality (although

this would be a pointless exercise, given that vowel information is necessary to correctly predict

the harmonizing vowel of the possessive suffix). Since thesemodels do not have any information

about natural phonological interactions, such an exercisewould offer little insight into the problem

at hand.
11Comparison of MGL with theBASE model: 5.61 vs. 19.25; with theHIGH model: 8.29 vs. 16.25; with theBACK model:

9.09 vs. 15.91; with theFULL model: 12.46 vs. 14.77. All tests are significant (p < .05).
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5.2. PHONETIC FEATURES AS A BASIS FOR SECOND-ORDER PHONOTACTICS

We claim that speakers are attuned to certain factors and ignore others, and furthermore, that the

choice is based on a principled inventory of universally possible phonological interactions. Among

these are the fact that the size of a word and the place of articulation of an alternating stop are

reasonable determinants of phonotactic distributions to consider in whether a stop will undergo a

laryngeal alternation or not, but that the height or backness of a preceding vowel are factors that

learners are not biased to consider in tracking laryngeal alternations.

The size effect can be traced to a well-known initial syllable effect. Cross-linguistically, initial

syllables enjoy greater faithfulness, or resistance to alternation (Beckman 1998). The initial syllable

plays a central role in Turkish phonology: Native Turkish nouns allow voiced codas only in the

initial syllable (e.g.ab.la ‘elder sister’,ad ‘name’), and initial syllables serve as starting points for

vowel harmony. Napikoğlu & Ketrez (2006) find that childrenquickly master suffixal allomorphy

for the aorist, which is based on syllable-count. Ketrez (2007) finds that children’s metathesis errors

involving labials (e.g.khithaph → khiphath ‘book’) do not occur with monosyllables (e.g.yaph) and

attributes this to protection of initial-syllable. In addition, Barnes (2001) finds significantly longer

duration for initial syllables in Turkish. Hence, a predicate such as “within initial syllable” is likely

to be a salient factor for Turkish learners, and thus biases attention to alternation rates correlated

with this factor.

The place of articulation of stem-final stops is also very likely to influence alternation rates. Dif-

ferent places are known to interact differently with laryngeal features Lisker & Abramson (1964);

Ohala (1983); Volatis & Miller (1992). Specifically in Turkish, dorsal stops delete rather than un-

dergo voicing intervocalically, supplying a cue to learners that the behavior of at least one place must

be learned separately. Indeed, Nakipoğlu &Üntak (2006), studying alternations in real words, show

that Turkish-learning children (at ages 4;1, 6;1, 6;11) aresensitive to the differential behavior of the

different places of articulation, replicating the patterns of adult alternation rates for these places.

By contrast to size and place, the vowel that precedes the stem-final stop is not likely to play

any causal role in stop alternations, and hence we argue thatlearners ignore this factor. Although

consonantal laryngeal features have been argued to affect vowel height in various languages, as in

Canadian Raising (Chambers 1973; Moreton & Thomas 2007) andPolish (Gussmann 1980) — in

many cases due to the historical development of quality alternations from a pre-existing vowel length

contrast in closed syllables — there is no report of vowel height or backness inducing a change in

laryngeal features in a following obstruent.

We argue that this typological gap reflects a principled lacuna in the inventory of possible

phonological interactions, and specifically that phonological grammars lack any constraint-based

or rule-governed process of vowel quality affecting adjacent consonantal laryngeal features. In fact,

Moreton (2008), in an attempt to teach an artificial languagepattern with height-laryngeal interac-

tions (i.e. in which VC sequences were always high vowel followed by voiced consonant or nonhigh

vowel followed by voiceless consonant), found that participants were biased against generalizing
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this pattern. Importantly, Moreton’s subjects were able tolearn a comparably complex vowel-to-

vowel interaction, suggesting that the failure to learn theheight-laryngeal pattern was truly due to

an analytic bias.

While studies of phonotactic typology and the predictions of phonological theory make clear

that relations between vowel height or vowel backness and the laryngeal features of a following stop

are not possible phonological interactions, it is not the case that all vowel-consonant interactions

are disfavored in natural language; on the contrary, such interactions can be quite commonplace.

For example, front high vowels force a change of the place of articulation in an adjacent obstruent

consonant in a number of languages, leading to phonotactic bans against sequences such asti, si, or

ki as opposed to
>
Ùi or Si; such palatalization processes are found in Japanese, Italian, Finnish, and

Korean, among many other languages (Bhat 1978; Hall & Hamann2006). In Turkish itself, velars

are fronted following front vowels (ekjh ‘affix’ vs. akh ‘white’). Similarly, consonants can affect

the distribution of adjacent vowels, as in the case of nasalization in Brazilian Portuguese, in which

a stressed vowel must be nasalized before a nasal consonant,leading to phonotactic bans against

sequences such asanaas opposed tõana (Wetzels 1997). Importantly, these cases of consonant-

vowel assimilatory interactions are mediated by the fact that the phonetic feature in the consonant

that triggers the change is identical to the changed featureon the vowel (or vice-versa): for example,

the palatal place of articulation of high front vowels is identical to the palatal place of articulation

of the consonant affected by palatalization, and the phonological representation of the Place of

Articulation of [i] and [
>
Ù] has been argued to be identical (Hume 1994). Similarly, nasal consonants

and nasalized vowels share a common phonetic articulation,[+nasal], required in the production of

sounds that allow airflow through the nose (Cohn 1993).

The cases of palatalization and nasalization discussed above are processes in which vowel-

consonant interaction is mediated by a common supralaryngeal phonetic feature. There are also,

in fact, cases of vowel-consonant assimilatory interactions involving laryngeal features. One such

phonotactic restriction involves voicing of obstruents, in which a high tone on a vowel can affect

the voicing of an adjacent the consonant (i.e. a high tone on avowel implies voiceless consonants,

or vice versa), as found in Shanghainese or Jabem (Poser 1981). However, this vowel-consonant

phonotactic interaction involves a common phonetic feature in both the trigger and target as well:

high tone in vowels and voicelessness in obstruents are bothcontrolled by the laryngeal property of

stiffened vocal folds (Halle & Stevens 1971, though see Tang2008 for an alternative view).

Phonotactic interactions between vowels and consonants are thus possible and indeed quite com-

mon when the nature of the phonotactic restriction involvesa phonetic feature shared by the vowel

and consonant. The phonetic basis for this phonotactic interaction can be either a laryngeal feature

that both the vowel and consonant share, such as stiffened vocal folds, or a supralaryngeal feature

that the vowel and consonant share, such as place of articulation in the vocal tract. However, the

putative interaction of vowel height with consonantal laryngeal features does not even remotely fit

within this rubric, since vowel height is a supralaryngeal feature, and the two have thus virtually
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nothing to do with each other, either phonetically or in terms of their phonological representations.

Thesame-feature constrainton vowel-consonant interactions is thus an “overhypothesis” in the

sense of Goodman (1955) and Kemp et al. (2007): a meta-level hypotheses that constrains the form

of possible specific hypotheses and generalizations induced from the data. The same-feature con-

straint figures prominently in the phonological literature, most recently with Moreton (2010), and

before that in Pycha et al. (2003), Peperkamp et al. (2006), and others. Whether or not the same-

feature constraint on vowel-consonant phonotactics is innate, or perhaps itself induced in parallel,

e.g. through use of a hierarchical Bayesian model (Good 1980; Kemp et al. 2007), is not something

that our experimental results speak to directly, but is an important question for modeling how it is

that the vowel-quality/obstruent laryngeal feature phonotactic of Turkish is ignored.

5.3. PRIOR ANALYTIC BIASES FILTER STATISTICAL REGULARITIES

A number of current phonological theories adopt a constrained theory of possible phonological pro-

cesses. Optimality Theory posits a universal inventory of possible phonological interactions that can

be expressed as the result of the interactions among a universal set of constraints (see Kager 1999;

McCarthy 2002). Parametric models of phonological rules express constraints on what can be a pos-

sible phonological interaction as a property of the space created by a given parametric system (e.g.

Dresher & Kaye 1990; Archangeli & Pulleyblank 1994; Cho 1999). Both the theories of universal

constraint inventories and the theories of parameterized rules of assimilation can require that the

feature dictating a vowel-consonant interaction must be shared by both the consonant and the vowel.

These models thus adopt a specific set of analytic biases, often called Universal Grammar, that the

language learner brings to the task of extracting phonotactic generalizations from the lexicon, and

that constrain possible generalizations that learners will make. The possibility of consonantal laryn-

geal features being determined or affected by vowel height or vowel backness is excluded, or highly

disfavored to the point that even significant evidence for such a relationship in the lexicon is not

enough. Computational modeling studies of phonological rule induction, such as Gildea & Jurafsky

(1996), have converged on the conclusion that abstract learning biases lead to more compact, more

accurate, and more general finite-state transducers for generating morphophonemic alternations.

If these phonetically-unmotivated patterns are never usedand in fact excluded or disfavored

by learning biases, why do they exist in the Turkish lexicon in the first place? The existence of a

statistically significant trend for high vowels or for back vowels to be followed by alternating stops in

the Turkish lexicon is arguably tied to the fact that the Turkish lexicon represents an accumulation

of several centuries worth of language contact. Many of the lexical trends that were identified

in our quantitative lexicon analysis are ultimately traceable to extensive lexical borrowing from

Arabic, to much the same degree that many of the lexical trends found in English phonotactics,

such as the existence of more words that begin with [
>
Ã] than [Z], are ultimately traceable to lexical

borrowing from French centuries ago, when Old French had [
>
Ã] but not [Z] word-initially. In Turkish

borrowings of words with voiced stops in the source language, final devoicing in the bare stem but
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not in the forms with vowel-initial suffixes causes a noun to become alternating (e.g. Arabicbur
>
Ã

‘sign’ > Turkish bur
>
Ùh ∼ bur

>
Ã-u), whereas source words that end in a voiceless stop are non-

alternating across the paradigm. Arabic lacks the consonants [p] and [
>
Ù] and has many nouns that

end in [b] and [
>
Ã], and as a consequence, the lexicon’s overall alternation rates are boosted for those

places of articulation. On the other hand, the existence of many Arabic nouns with feminine suffix

-at/-et boosted the number of non-alternating, non-high vowel, coronal-final nouns. Ultimately,

however, the historical explanation for these lexical trends is completely inaccessible to speakers

that are not experts in historical linguistics, many of whom(like the English speakers who know the

word judgebut not its origin), do not even know that there was a source language that provided this

borrowed word, well-integrated into the phonotactics for centuries.

If indeed the skewed distribution of the Turkish laryngeal alternations is largely due to massive

borrowing from Arabic, it is instructive that Turkish speakers synchronically generalize the histor-

ically accidental place effect, but discard the equally accidental height effect. History has dealt

Turkish speakers a certain hand, and they use Universal Grammar to pick the cards they want to

keep. This view contrasts with the proposal in Hayes (1999),who claims that when history creates

non-Universal patterns, speakers are able to complement their Universal Grammar with arbitrary

generalizations.

In Turkish, the distribution of laryngeal alternations is not known to correlate with the native or

borrowed status of roots (and as mentioned in the introduction, loanwords such asgroup> gurub-u

conform to the polysyllabic-as-alternating generalization). Thus, the sources of some of the un-

principled statistical regularities are arguably historical in nature, yielding phonetically-ungrounded

synchronic patterns that are simply ignored.

The result that Turkish speakers reliably extend base ratesfor laryngeal alternations based on

place of articulation and size of the word, but not based on preceding vowel quality, arguably due

to an analytic bias against learning such arbitrary interactions, strengthens the finding of Moreton

(2008) that English speakers were less successful learningan artificial language pattern with height-

voicing interactions, and more successful learning non-adjacent V-V interactions, in which high

vowels were followed by high vowels in the adjacent syllable. In Turkish, the case is even more

striking: a lexical generalization is staring Turkish speakers in the face, but they do not general-

ize it productively in experimental contexts. The results provide support for an analytically-biased

mechanism of filtering lexical statistics, one in which phonologically-implausible interactions are

not actively incorporated into phonotactic knowledge. There is by now a general consensus that

statistical information is indispensable in arriving at phonotactic generalizations, a fact which our

experimental results confirm. At the same time, accurate models of the acquisition of phonological

knowledge need to build in a set of linguistically-specific priors that constrain and restrict the learn-

ing of statistical patterns. Apparently, given a surfeit ofthe stimulus, not every statistical fact about

the lexicon is used or kept track of.

The analysis we offer in§4 uses OT constraints to organize lexical items according totheir be-
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havior, meaning that the constraints act as ‘priors’ on whatdata is to be used in forming grammatical

hypotheses. This implicates an analytic bias that, in this case, ignored the correlation between vowel

quality and consonantal laryngeal features thanks to the absence of constraints that relate the two,

thus closely modeling the pattern produced by native speakers.

5.4. SURFEIT PHENOMENA AND NATURAL VS . UNNATURAL EFFECTS

Our results strongly suggest the existence of a surfeit of the stimulus effect: a phonotactic pattern is

readily available in the lexicon for speakers, and in an experimental task sensitive enough to probe

such knowledge, they do not extend such a pattern to novel items.

Not all experiments of this sort have found surfeit effects.Given the publication of Hayes et al.

(2009), it is worth discussing the fact that unnatural constraints are in fact sometimes learned.

Hayes et al., despite finding generalization of consonantaleffects in Hungarian vowel harmony,

nonetheless remark “We found that unnatural constraints were underlearned, giving modest sup-

port to the idea (Wilson 2003a, Moreton 2008) that people show a learning bias against unnatural

constraints. We also found underlearning for some of the natural constraints, however, namely those

responsible for the count effect and part of the height effect. This suggests perhaps a role for a

simplicity bias as well.” (p.856)

We maintain that our findings provide another result to add tothe growing pool of research in

the area of ‘underlearning’ of statistical patterns, of which we provide a summary below. We note,

interestingly, that many researchers have not cast their results in terms of surfeit effects, but rather as

‘failures’ to find certain phonotactic knowledge. We hope our framework can provide a lens through

which to view these results as the effect of the grammar stepping in and filtering out patterns that

are ‘unnatural’.

One of the earliest studies in this vein (also, as it turns out, conducted on Turkish), was Zimmer

(1969), who investigated the extension of phonotactic constraints to novel items. He found that

all Turkish speakers extended a preference for labial and palatal vowel harmony to novel roots,

but that not all of them demonstrated an extension of the phonotactic of ‘labial attraction’ to these

novel items. Labial attraction in Turkish is the pattern wherebyaMusequences, where M is a labial

consonant, greatly outnumberaM1 in the lexicon. This is clearly a complex and somewhat unnatural

constraint, both in terms of the nonlocality of environmentand the conjunction of features from two

distinct triggers, and it is therefore a welcome result thatnot all speakers readily encoded it into a

generalizable constraint.

In a study of laryngeal alternations in Dutch, using a methodology similar to ours, Ernestus & Baayen

(2003) show that speakers project the rate of alternation ofdifferent stops based on their place of

articulation, just like the Turkish speakers. Ernestus & Baayen’s (2003) report of the vowel effects

is instructive: In the lexicon, stops alternate more following long vowels and less after short vow-

els. Following the high vowels of Dutch, which are all short,stops have an intermediate rate of

alternation. In their experiment, however, speakers projected and strengthened the vowel length
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effect, preferring more alternations after long vowels. Speakers did not project the vowel height

effect, choosing alternations equally frequently after short vowels that are either high or non-high.

Given our proposal, this result is not surprising: As mentioned above, vowel height is universally

not expected to interact with laryngeal features. The preference for longer vowels before voiced

consonants, however, is well-attested (Denes 1955; Peterson & Lehiste 1960; Chen 1970, among

others). The absence of observed lengthening before voicedconsonants in some languages lends

support to the view that vowel lengthening before voiced stops is not an anatomical necessity, but

is rather controlled by the grammar (Keating 1985; Buder & Stoel-Gammon 2002), and thus can

enter into speakers’ learning of lexical trends. The Dutch results, then, strengthen the evidence for a

formal bias against extending featural V-C interactions tonovel items.

In a different study, Kager & Pater (2010) explore Dutch speakers’ phonotactic knowledge that

long vowels are rarely followed by non-coronal consonants (e.g.mElk ‘milk’ vs. *me:lk). While the

generalization is strong in the Dutch lexicon both in monosyllables and in polysyllables, Kager & Pater

found that in a novel word task, the constraint was applied more weakly to polysyllables than to

monosyllables. This finding can be straightforwardly interpreted in terms of a limit on the complex-

ity of generalization, in this case a non-local interactionbetween vowel length and the non-coronality

of a non-adjacent following consonant. A different notion of complexity arises from Zhang et al.

(2006), who found very little extension of Taiwanese tone circle sandhi to wugs or to novel combi-

nations of existing lexical items. Here, the complexity of the generalization is due to the tone sandhi

alternations involving a circular chain shift, which is tooopaque to be encoded grammatically (as

opposed to other productive tone sandhi patterns, such as 24→ 33 in the language).

More broadly, experimental work has revealed effects of phonological knowledge (or lack thereof)

that is independent of (and sometimes contrary to) patternsavailable through frequency counts in the

lexicon. Moreton (2002) found that given two consonant cluster sequences in English,tl- andbw-,

both with an attested frequency near zero, speakers nonetheless greatly prefer the latter in a rating

task. Davidson (2006) found that English speakers accurately produce illicit non-native consonant

clusters based on their featural composition, and not on their frequency in the lexicon, showing that

grammatical factors shape phonotactic knowledge.

As domain-specific biases involved in language-learning, these grammatical filters on intake

may not kick in, or may not evenneedto kick in, when faced with data that is so compact, or

stimulus presentation in which may not be recognized as partof a grammatical system. Results such

as Onishi et al. (2003), which demonstrate participants’ ability to generalize over arbitrary patterns

while encountering a small amount of data under brief exposure, may fall into the category of such

cases. When miniature artificial languages have a structurein which there are very few competing

hypotheses to have, and very little potentially ambiguous data, covering it with a single arbitrary

generalization may suffice. Such questions — e.g., how complex an artificial language, or indeed a

corpus of primary language data, needs to be, before analytical filters on data intake are necessary

— clearly lead to many experimental possibilities for future testing: Under which conditions do
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humans detect a surfeit fo the stimulus, and deploy linguistically unnatural mechanisms to help?

Casting the failure of incorporating phonotactic knowledge as we have above may also invite

re-visiting past sets of experimental findings that have otherwise stayed in the proverbial file cab-

inet. Inspection and reflection might find that many “null results” in phonotactic knowledge tasks

with novel items are in fact surfeit effects. A null result inwug tests or similar tasks may reveal that

experimenters were looking to find evidence for a pattern that grammars never bothered to keep. In

practice, one would diagnose surfeit effects by pitting different predictions from the lexicon against

each other and seeing which one is the better predictor of theexperimental results. In our Turkish

case, our model of the lexicon predicted an effect of vowel height and vowel backness; it was this

prediction that caused the lack of effect in the experimental results to be interpretable as ‘under-

learning’, or a surfeit effect. More broadly, such surfeit effects can inform our understanding of

generalizations that are or are not easily formally expressible in terms of the primitives of phono-

logical theory, either due to their naturalness and/or due to their formal simplicity.

The ability of humans and other animals to track frequency patterns in a range of modalities

and domains of cognition (sequential presentation, simultaneous presentation, visual, auditory) is

impressive and undisputable. Our interpretation of the findings of the current experiment, however,

are that this particular skill is not freely imported into the construction and refinement of knowledge

of what constitutes a well-formed linguistic expression ina given language: each hypothesis that is

adopted towards this end represents a balance of how well it covers the data and how likely it is as a

hypothesis about language (its ‘prior’). As Pearl & Lidz (2009; p.256) observe, “a domain-general

learning procedure can be successful [...] but, crucially,only when paired with domain-specific

filters on data intake”. Similarly, as the thinker D. T. Suzuki remarked, “In the beginner’s mind

there are many possibilities; in the expert’s mind there arefew”. Humans are above all else, expert

language learners, and as such they do not consider all possibilities when going from lexicon to

grammar.
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